
 

We've heard talk of heatwaves and thunderstorms in the past few weeks.. but
we've been too immersed in new music to even notice!

And there's so much new music to share with you by who we regard as the best
songwriters and artists we know. Want a sneaky peak? Well let's get into it...

As a band, a musician, an artist, you want your music to be heard. Getting paid
for it would be great too. At Amazing Instore we can help you can do both.

We supply music to businesses
nationwide - it’s like they have their own
virtual radio station in their shop, playing
your music. If you’re on their play-list, you
get heard by all of their customers, which
is great exposure. You also get paid for
every track we use, every time your
music is chosen.

Just upload your music to
amazingtunes.com. It’s that simple. We’ll
do everything else. And, if your tracks are

chosen, we pay you through PayPal. Easy.

Get your music out there. Get it heard and make some extra cash with Amazing
Instore.

For more information visit http://amazinginstore.com/artistservices
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#TunesWeLove
Even though it's Summer and we dream of laying on a beach with a cool drink or
an ice-lolly, our dreams have the most amazing soundtrack made entirely of
amazing uploads from you. And because every one of them is listened to by our
team of music profilers and producers, who all have their own favourites, we get
to put together the most amazing playlists.

You can check out some previous month's playlists right here, or you can check
out some of July's #TunesWeLove now...

Kat Krazy ft. Ina Wroldsen
We Stand Up

 

Jerry Williams
Mother

 

Jazz Morley
Take Me Down

Fork and Knife
Air Conditioning

 

PUZZLE
Comedown

 

FACE
Fear

http://www.amazingtunes.com
http://amazingtunes.com/amazingtunes/playlists
http://amazingtunes.com/copmedia/katkrazy/tunes/408931
http://amazingtunes.com/bighug1/jerrywilliams/tunes/408413
http://amazingtunes.com/jazzmorley/tunes/408883
http://amazingtunes.com/fork-and-knife/tunes/406981
http://amazingtunes.com/puzzle/tunes/406327
http://amazingtunes.com/face/tunes/406585


Skypp

Kacy Hill
Lion

 

The Tuts
Let Go of the Past

 

Believe In Giants ft. Lucy Rose
We'll Never Be Alone

If you'd like to hear more of the #TunesWeLove head over to
amazingtunes.com's dedicated profile and hit play on any of the previous month's
play lists!

Some great new music burning up the
charts on OurStage, including a strong
Top 5 from the month of June.

UK producer and songwriter Ben Z Smith,
in particular, has been dominating multiple
genres and ended up with the top tracks in
Pop AND Electronic. Listen to all of the
winning tracks here.

We’ve got an exciting new release by
Indianapolis emcee Skypp, who has
appropriately dropped the “Lil” from his
name just as he comes into his own as an artist to be reckoned with. His new LP
is called Jaffe, and it’s a conceptual tribute to a slain friend. You can hear three
tracks from the album right here.
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Keep in touch with other latest news at amazingtunes.com, Amazing Radio,
Amazing Record Co., Amazing Instore, and Our Stage, or find us on Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube!
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